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Handout M15-1: Insulating Power   
 
Names: __________________________________________ 
 
Here are two experimental questions:  
• Can thick bark insulate the phloem, cambium, and xylem of a tree from fire’s heat?  
• Can soil insulate seeds and roots from fire’s heat?  
Find out by measuring and graphing the pattern of temperature change beneath different amounts of insulation.   
 
Get organized: 
• TIMER calls time at 15-second intervals and also calls out “Heat 

on!” and “Heat off!” at correct times.  
• HEATER runs hair dryer. 
• OBSERVER watches thermometer, calls out temperature at 15-

second intervals. 
• RECORDER writes down temperature observations. 
 
Set up the experiment: 
Set up the thermometer so the OBSERVER can see it. 
For a soil model: Tape the thermocouple wire to a table top.  
For a tree trunk model: Tape the thermocouple wire to the surface 
of an empty coffee can (covered with paper) or oatmeal box.  
 
Do the first trial with just a thin piece of fabric covering the 
thermocouple. (Tape or clip the fabric in place.) Do the next trials 
with 5 layers of insulation (Steps 9-11 below) and then 10 layers of 
insulation (Steps 12-14). 
 
Procedure: 
1. HEATER, position the hair dryer about 20 centimeters from the 

table or coffee can, pointing at the thermocouple tip (which 
you can’t actually see now because it’s under cloth). 

2. OBSERVER, turn the thermometer on. Set it to degrees Celsius. 
Report the temperature. 

3. RECORDER, write down the temperature at “0” seconds using the appropriate column in the table for the layers of 
insulation being tested (0, 5, or 10). 

4. TIMER, call out “Zero, heat on!” HEATER, turn the hair dryer to “high.” 

5. TIMER, call out “Fifteen.” OBSERVER, report the temperature. RECORDER, write it down. 

6. TIMER, call out “Thirty. Heat off!” HEATER, turn the hair dryer off. OBSERVER, call out the temperature. RECORDER, 
write it down. 

7. Every 15 seconds until 4 minutes have passed: TIMER, call out the time in seconds. OBSERVER, report the 
temperature. RECORDER, write it down. 
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8. Graph your 
results here. 
Connect the 
points. Label 
the line “Obs 
0,” meaning 
“observed 
with 0 layers 
of  insulation.” 
 

9. What do you 
think will 
happen if you 
add 5 layers of 
insulation? 
Draw a line on 
the graph to 
show the 
temperature 
pattern you 
expect. This 
line shows your hypothesis. Label the line “Hyp 5” to indicate “hypothesized pattern with 5 layers.” 

10. Use the set of insulation with 5 layers and do another trial (steps 1-7). On the graph above, plot your data and label 
the line “Obs 5” to indicate “observed pattern with 5 layers.” 

11. Compare the line of observed results with your hypothesized line (Step 9). Use specific examples from your data and 
use complete sentences to describe how accurate your predictions were.  

 

 

 

12. What if you add 5 more layers of insulation, for a total of 10 layers? Draw a line on the graph to show the 
temperature pattern you expect (your second hypothesis) and label it “Hyp 10.” 

13. Use the thickest set of insulation (10 layers). Repeat steps 1-7. On the graph above, plot your data and label the line 
“Obs 10.”  

14. Compare the line of observed results with your hypothesized line (Step 12). Use specific examples from your data 
and use complete sentences to describe how accurate your predictions were. 

 

 

15. On a separate page, answer the 2 questions below, regardless of which question you tested. For each question, use 
complete sentences to explain your reasoning. 

A. Can thick bark really protect a tree?  
B. Can soil really protect underground seeds and roots? 
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